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What are Natural Climate Solutions?

- **Nature-based Solutions (NBS)** – actions that incorporate natural features and processes to protect, conserve, restore, sustainably use, and manage natural or modified ecosystems to address socio-environmental challenges while providing measurable co-benefits.

- **Natural Climate Solutions (NCS)** – a subset of nature-based solutions that store carbon and/or avoid greenhouse gas emissions while providing additional co-benefits.

- **Co-benefits** - the cumulative positive impacts on human well-being, ecosystems, and biodiversity resulting from NBS implementation.

Definitions Sourced from the DOI
Categories of NCS

- Avoided emissions and protection of ecosystems
  - protection is an immediate and significant way to reduce emissions with enormous co-benefits
- Improved stewardship and management of lands
  - benefits from improved management can be easier to achieve than restoration
- Restoration of native habitats
  - restoration has the most technical potential, but benefits are delayed and it is more expensive than protecting and managing existing natural carbon stores

Diverse Ecosystems bring Diverse benefits

- In 2019, forest land, harvested wood products, and urban trees in the U.S. accounted for a net uptake of ~775.7 MMT of CO2 eq. (~11% of 2019 US GHGs)
- Federal rangelands offer potential sequestration of 16.6 MMT of carbon dioxide each year.
- Climate-smart ag practices could sequester 100-200 MMT/yr by 2050.
- Freshwater wetlands in North America absorb about 123 MMT of carbon per year, and store about 161 billion metric tons of carbon in their soil and vegetation.


Trees are not always the answer

- **Afforestation** is not reforestation.
- **Afforestation** is the planting of trees where forests did not exist before or have not existed for centuries.
  - For example planting trees in grasslands or rangelands
- **Reforestation** focuses on restoring damaged or destroyed forests, or planting trees where forests previously existed.
- While planting trees can sequester carbon, we must be careful not to harm native habitats and species.
Urban Forests and NCS

- In cases such as increasing tree cover in cities, carbon sequestration is the co-benefit, while the increased health of communities and local wildlife is the direct benefit.

- Trees can have human health benefits by lowering surface temperatures in cities.

- Urban trees also provide key habitat for species, all while sequestering carbon.

- Urban trees in the continental US currently store an estimated 643 MMT of carbon.


NBS for Climate Adaptation

- Alongside mitigating climate change, nature-based solutions can be an important way of adapting to impacts of climate change.
- By restoring, managing, and protecting key ecosystems you can help reduce communities’ vulnerability to natural disasters, water scarcity, and food insecurity.
- As climate change increases the intensity of storms, NBS deployed in wetlands and coastlines can be highly effective and cheaper than alternative gray solutions.
- Prevention is more affordable than recovery.

NCS in Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR)

- CDR is intended for permanent carbon storage or reuse.
- NCS can be an important part of the CDR puzzle if they are:
  - Permanent
  - Additional
  - Verifiable
  - Enforceable
- NCS and CDR are most likely to meet these conditions when they are designed, implemented, managed in partnership with Indigenous peoples and local communities.
- While NCS for carbon storage can be less permanent than engineered solutions, they are immediately ready for large scale deployment, and typically have co-benefits.
- Engineered approaches to CDR do not bring the suite of additional ecosystem services offered by well-implemented and managed NbS.


NCS are scalable, proven, and deliver wins for communities, wildlife, and our climate.

Learn more: https://www.nwf.org/Our-Work/Climate/Climate-Change/Policy/Natural-Solutions